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‘With superb photographs by Paul Barker, it is a timely reminder,  
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need to savour what we so often take for granted.’ 
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stunning view as reward for their exertion’ 
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‘Jenkins brings a fresh eye to the familiar and discovers  
new views to enjoy ... lyrically evocative’ 
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introduction


This book is a celebration of the hills, valleys, rivers, woods and  
settlements that are the landscape of England. I came to marvel at 
them while seeking out the best of England’s churches and houses. 
I realised that a building’s appeal is not intrinsic, but is a collage of 
the contexts from which it draws historical and topographical ref-
erence. They might be a churchyard, a garden, a stand of trees, an 
adjacent village or other buildings in an urban setting. Mostly it was 
just countryside. Such background became an ever more impor-
tant component of my appreciation of a building, until background 
became foreground and I was captivated.

The English landscape is traditionally divided between town and 
country, the product of mankind’s struggle to wrest a living from the 
earth over thousands of years. None of it remains truly ‘wild’, but 
a diminishing amount is what we call countryside, land between 
built-up areas that still answers to nature’s moods and seasons. This 
is the England that English people profess to love. It is among the 
crown jewels of the national personality.

My intention is to examine not so much the landscape as our 
emotions in responding to it, the impact it makes on the eye and 
the imagination. I am not just presenting a picture of Buttermere’s 
pines, Snape’s marshes, Beachy Head or Tintagel, I am there on 
location, experiencing and trying to articulate the beauty of these 
places. This awareness is what distinguishes a picture from a view, 
which to me is an ever-changing blend of geology and climate, 

Windermere from Gummer’s How, Morecambe Bay in the distance
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seasons of the year, time of day, even my own mood at the time. It 
is the soothing dance of sun across a Dorset pasture, the flicker of 
light on the Thames, the tricks of rain clouds over a Yorkshire dale.

A view is a window on our relationship to the natural and man-
made environment. The experience can be uplifting, some say spir-
itual. It prompted William Hazlitt to tell his readers always to walk 
alone (though afterwards to dine in company). To him other people 
were a distraction from the presence of nature, almost a sacrilege. 
Much of the greatest poetry and painting emanates from the soli-
tary experience of landscape. Yet it is an experience that can also 
enrich our relations with each other. The art historian Kenneth 
Clark wrote, ‘With the exception of love, there is nothing else by 
which people of all kinds are more united than by their pleasure in 
a good view.’

The modern writer on landscape Robert Macfarlane likewise 
remarks, ‘Every day, millions of people find themselves deepened 
and dignified by their encounters with particular places . . . brought 
to sudden states of awe by encounters . . . whose power to move 
us is beyond expression.’ I understand this concept of awe ‘beyond 
expression’, but in my view we must struggle to express it. If we 
do not, what we love will be taken from us. Awe needs champi-
ons. The landscape is a garden of delights but one as vulnerable  
as any garden. England is among the most intensely developed of  
the world’s leading countries. Yet it is a country whose landscape 
has for half a century been the most carefully protected against in-
sensitive development. I regard that landscape as a treasure house 
no less in need of guardianship than the contents of the British 
Museum or the National Gallery. This book is a catalogue of its 
finest contents.

My approach is to list the best views in England. I accept that 
such a list is personal, and that there are hundreds of other equally 
glorious candidates. But I defend the concept of best, contesting 
the idea that beauty of any sort, especially of landscape, is subjec-
tive. The history of civilisation is of the search for a community of 
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terms, for definitions of beauty that have general meaning, lead-
ing to discussion and conclusion. If visual beauty were purely sub-
jective, conversation about art would cease and custodianship and 
conservation would have no basis. We must find agreement on what 
is lovely in our surroundings if we are to know what we are trying 
to protect. That agreement must start with a common terminology.

The language of landscape begins in geology. The rocks and 
earth of the British Isles, of which England comprises roughly a 
half, are more varied within narrower confines than of any country 
in Europe. The planet’s primal eruptions left England itself neatly 
divided by the long limestone spine of the Pennines and Cotswolds. 
To the west of this spine, volcanic rocks spewed up through sedi-
mentary layers, mostly of old red sandstone, to produce the lumpy 
uplands of the West Country, the Welsh marches and the Lake 
District. The glaciation of subsequent ice ages eroded these moun-
tains into the rounded hills and smooth-shaped combes we know 
today. To the east is a different geology, that of softer carboniferous 
limestone in the north and chalk and clay in the south. It yielded the 
gentler contours of the wolds and downs, the alluvial plains shaped 
by great rivers and the erosion of the coast by an invading sea.

England at the dawn of human settlement was mostly covered 
in woods. Pollen analysis shows post-glacial warming that pushed 
birch and pine northwards in favour of oak, elm, lime and ash. 
For all the claims of guidebooks, no truly wild woodland survives. 
The arriving Romans would have found an already managed land-
scape, cleared of much of its forest to meet the need for fuel, graz-
ing animals and building materials. England’s last wild woodland is  
believed to have been the old Forest of Dean, and it was gone by the 
early Middle Ages.

Beside or replacing the woods were the fields. Their origins 
and geometry can seem as mysterious as Stonehenge, shaped into  
oblongs, lozenges, ovals and triangles. Swaledale and Langdale are 
a crazy paving of walls, a possible legacy of some Saxon or viking 
family settlement or dispute, or perhaps the wayward course of 
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Soon rural design became a profession in itself. Capability Brown 
and later Humphry Repton were wealthy entrepreneurs, much in 
demand. During the eighteenth century they prevailed upon their 
clients to move thousands of tons of earth, to upheave villages and 
plant forests. They were not borrowing from nature but creating 
facsimiles of it. The artificial had to ‘look natural’. vision became 
slave to fashion. The poet and landscapist William Shenstone  
advised his contemporaries ‘to see directly, but then lose the object, 
and draw nigh obliquely . . . The foot should never travel by the 
same path which the eye has travelled over before.’ The course of a 
footpath, the lie of a slope, the curve of a lake, became matters of ob-
sessive attention. At Rievaulx Abbey in Yorkshire and at Stourhead, 
a view was reduced to a series of keyhole scenes observed from the 
terrace above.

What had begun as a leisure pursuit soon acquired a moral 

Apotheosis of the picturesque: Dr Syntax captures a view
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a drunken ploughman or rebellious ox. To this day fields remain  
secrets that the English countryside keeps locked in its heart.

By the eighteenth century the balance between wood and field 
had drastically tipped towards the latter. Forests were devastated by 
the need for heating, iron smelting and ship timbers. Landowners 
enclosed open country for grazing and common land for agricul-
ture. uplands were torn apart for minerals and building stone. At 
the same time much of the countryside was viewed with a new eye, 
not just as a source of sustenance, whether farmed or hunted, but 
as a place that might be visited for recreation. The concept of land-
scape as beauty was born.

Such awareness was not wholly new. Horace and virgil ex-
pressed a deep attachment to their rural homes. Petrarch famously 
climbed Mont ventoux ‘for pleasure’. Landscape appeared in the 
background of medieval altarpieces and tapestries, emerging as 
a subject in its own right in the Renaissance. Its presence in the 
paintings of Poussin and Claude was reflected in the gardens of 
kings and noblemen.

This appreciation came late to England. It was imported largely 
by the Grand Tour, an experience that educated the eye of the rich 
and informed the management of their country estates. It extended 
from enclosed gardens and parks to an awareness of the wider land-
scape. The poet Alexander Pope commanded the designers of the 
age, ‘Let nature never be forgot . . . Consult the genius of the place.’ 
Horace Walpole wrote of William Kent that he ‘leapt the fence 
and saw that all nature was a garden’. If art could copy landscape, 
landscape could copy art. By the late eighteenth century English 
writers and painters moved beyond such fabrications to honour 
nature as such. In 1768 William Gilpin defined the picturesque, as 
he called it, as ‘that kind of beauty which is agreeable in a picture’. 
He particularly championed the Wye valley, where he advised trav-
ellers to carry an empty frame or a tinted mirror, through which to 
view his recommended views. The resulting craze was satirised by 
Rowlandson’s Dr Syntax.

  introduction
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victorians could not have imagined. Slow evolution over centuries 
now erupted in brutal change. In cities war was the great destroyer, 
to be followed by a civic obsession with urban demolition and  
rebuilding, stronger in England than anywhere on the Continent. 
In the countryside, town and country planning after 1947 sought 
to delineate the boundary between urban and rural development. 
It ‘listed’ for protection urban historic buildings and in the coun-
tryside it gradually extended protection to some fifteen per cent of 
England’s land area, designated as national parks, green belts and 
areas of outstanding natural beauty.

Yet even planning could do little to halt the impact of modern 
agriculture on rural England, aggravated by public subsidy. The 
countryside was coated in prairie fields, silos, power stations and, 
at the turn of the twenty-first century, wind turbines. A landscape 
that had revelled in diversity became widely monocultural, taking 
its toll on flora and fauna alike. In half a century over a third of the 
hedgerows in England were grubbed out, and the area of deciduous 
woodland halved. As a result, whereas average woodland cover in 
continental Europe is forty-four per cent, in England it is less than 
ten per cent.

In the 1950s, the historian W. G. Hoskins set out to chart and 
record what he sensed was the result of this physical upheaval to 
the surface area of his nation. Mankind’s use (and abuse) of rural 
England had lowered a membrane of obscurity between him and 
the natural environment. He wrote, ‘I felt in my bones that the land-
scape was speaking to me in a language that I did not understand.’ 
Hoskins dug deep and, in The Making of the English Landscape, 
revealed the history embedded in his surroundings. He ended ap-
palled at the destruction he saw around him, mostly by twentieth-
century development insensitive to beauty. It was rarely in any sense 
‘necessary’. I return to Hoskins and his alarm in my epilogue.

Yet we can still escape and find beauty in the countryside. 
From the right viewpoint we can look out over the Severn vale, the 
Somerset Levels or the Weald of Kent and marvel at how much 
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dimension, that of the Romantic movement. As early as 1755 John 
Dalton wrote of Derwentwater,

Horrors like these at first alarm,

But soon with savage grandeur charm,

And raise to noblest thoughts the mind.

Edmund Burke’s Enquiry into the Origins of the Sublime and the 
Beautiful concluded that the ‘terror’ of mountains should be that 
of ‘exultation, awe and delight rather than dread and loathing’. 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley and Keats saw nature as ethically 
superior. Beauty, said Keats, was truth. To Wordsworth on the Wye, 
nature was ‘the anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse, the guide, 
the guardian of my heart, and soul of all my moral being’.

Thus enhanced by morality and truth, natural beauty was 
more than ready for the turbulence of the nineteenth century. 
The Napoleonic wars stalled continental travel and crowded the 
Lake District and the West Country with tourists. By the 1820s 
the English countryside was suffused with religious symbolism. To 
William Blake and Samuel Palmer it was a place fashioned by God, 
to be shielded from the hideous works of man. When criticised for 
including workaday scenes in his pictures, Constable declared loft-
ily, ‘I never saw an ugly thing in my life.’

This led in turn to the controversies of the victorian age and the 
conflict between aestheticism and industrialisation. Enraged by the 
intrusion into the countryside of the railway, Ruskin followed the 
Romantics to the Lake District, to be joined by the Pre-Raphaelites. 
They were followed by Hardwicke Rawnsley and Beatrix Potter, 
who was to use her fortune to buy thousands of Lakeland acres and 
give them to the National Trust. There followed the promoters of 
rambling, bird-watching and climbing. The peaks and the lakes saw 
the birth of English mountaineering.

The twentieth century, especially its second half, brought a trauma 
to the landscape, urban and rural, that even the industrialising 
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intellect misshapes the beauteous forms of things’. People need only 
to be encouraged to open their eyes and see. As the seventeenth-
century divine Thomas Traherne remarked, ‘You never enjoy the 
world aright, till you so love the beauty of enjoying it that you are 
covetous and earnest to persuade others to enjoy it.’

A more immediate danger than nostalgia is cliché, and my list-
ing the ‘best of ’ risks such criticism. Beautiful places invite super-
latives, but I have tried to avoid words such as idyllic, iconic, sen-
sational, incomparable, stunning and picturesque (other than in its 
art-historical sense), though I refuse to abjure the word beautiful. 
I am equally on guard against personal likes and dislikes. However 
objectively we seek to champion the landscape, championship can 
evoke strong feelings, and when dealing with just a hundred views, 
favouritism is hard to avoid.

I also confess to biases. In gazing on a view I cannot rejoice at 
grim spruce plantations, intrusive warehouses, waving turbines or 
random city towers. They may have an inner loveliness, but they jar 
on a prospect, just as ill-planted trees can obscure it. I have a prefer-
ence for bare mountains to forests, hedges to fences, winding roads 
to motorways. I delight in natural materials and the patina of age. 
I apologise to those who disagree and find these biases irritating. 
They will have theirs. What is crucial is that we concentrate on what 
matters. I have tried to find ground on which we can agree.

I am often asked to name my favourite view. This is hard, for as 
I said above, any view is conditioned by the experience of it. I shall 
never forget the sea storm I watched at Hartland, or Borrowdale 
bathed in sun, or the thrill I get every time I reach the top of Primrose 
Hill in London. But I confess that nothing quite matched a late-
summer afternoon on Gummer’s How in Cumbria. Windermere 
was glistening at my feet. The heights of the Lake District and the 
Pennines were spread on either side and the Lancashire plain lay as 
a foil to the south. It is surely the classic English view. It made me 
feel I never wanted to be anywhere else, in a landscape exhilarating, 
consoling, desperately precious and, above all, alive.

[ 18 ]
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that is rural remains varied, informal, unmistakably old. There are 
places where England looks as it has for centuries and where people 
in their thousands gather to find and declare it beautiful.

I have often wondered what lies at the root of this powerful re-
sponse to natural landscape, however much it has been managed 
over the centuries. Evolutionists intriguingly claim that it harks back 
to the survival ethic of Homo sapiens in the savannahs of Africa. We 
instinctively welcome the sight of open grassland, with water holes 
for sustenance, vegetation to hide animals and high points from 
which to see enemies. In England that means fields, lakes, woods 
and hills: each feature has its evolutionary purpose.

This may explain why, for many people, a view is an exercise in 
nostalgia, a craving for a more ordered, secure and predictable past. 
Though reassuring, nostalgia has dangers. It can fuel resistance to 
a democratic wish, indeed a need, for wealth and progress. Equally 
it is a caution, a corrective to reckless change that in the country-
side is by its nature irreversible. I do not regard an appreciation 
of landscape as nostalgic but rather on a par with a love of art or 
music. The difference is that it is constantly vulnerable, to seasons, 
to weather, to varying patterns of land use and to changing human 
needs and responses. I am acutely aware that what we find beautiful 
today, those in the past found terrifying, ugly or boring, and those 
in the future may do likewise. But I am encouraged by the manifest 
fact that public appreciation of environmental beauty seems to in-
crease with time.

As Clark stated, the enjoyment of landscape is the most popu-
lar of shared delights. The Michelin Green Guides give as many 
stars to views as to buildings. The crowds that gather at viewpoints 
are voting for beauty with their feet. But we must beware of over- 
analysing their motives. I do not agree with the poet Wallace 
Stevens that we are puppets of culture, that ‘we live in a description 
of a place and not in the place itself ’. We are more instinctive in 
our likes and dislikes than that. We should also heed Wordsworth’s 
warning not to over-analyse our appreciation, lest ‘our meddling 
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Salisbury: nature at peace with architecture
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I have spent my life exploring England. Many of my views may 
not seem imaginative choices, since they have been favourites of 
so many people across time. Locations such as the White Cliffs of 
Dover, the tors of Dartmoor, Windermere and Dovedale are em-
bedded in England’s personality. They are depicted on a thousand 
prints, posters and calendars. I chose other views for their artistic 
associations: Salisbury, Flatford Mill and Snape Marshes. Many I 
discovered in my ramblings and at the suggestion of friends, the 
more rewarding for being less well-known, such as Hartland, Little 
Bredy, High Cup Nick and Coquetdale.

I sympathise with Gilpin’s idea of composition, of foreground, 
distance and character. This was reflected in Constable’s ‘rearrange-
ment’ of his landscapes as he transferred them from sketch to fin-
ished canvas. But I gave up wasting time shifting this way and that to 
get ‘just the right’ angle, Gilpin-style, reminding myself that a view 
is not a picture but the act of looking at one. That said, many places 
have a ‘good’ side, and in such instances I have chosen my view-
points accordingly. In some cases there was a tussle between angles 
on the same scene – Greenwich from above or below, Derwentwater 
from either end, or the long Cotswold escarpment. In each case 
many vistas offered themselves. Indeed the Lake District is entirely 
composed of views.

Scale alone was not enough. The fact that a dozen counties could 
be seen from a summit added little by way of appeal. I also ruled 
out the difficulty of access, such as views from mountain tops. I 
therefore set a limit of a half-hour walk from a public road. In my 
experience, most views gain in contrast and perspective from being 
‘halfway up’, whereas views from a great height tended to be more 
like maps. Hence I prefer ullswater from Gowbarrow, Kinder from 
Mam Tor and the City of London from The Monument.
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typically just a rainy hour. This book was researched for the most 
part in the exceptionally wet years of 2011 and 2012, but not one day 
was wiped out by rain. Indeed, I found a constant source of delight 
in the changeability of the English climate, the chasing clouds, the 
sudden squalls, the shafts of sunlight.

I have tried to choose views that can be appreciated throughout 
the year, though some will naturally be better in certain seasons, 
or even at certain times of day. Kynance is not much fun in winter 
and Hartside is best in a storm. Distant Helvellyn likes snow. The 
view from Waterloo Bridge may be painful to those schooled on the 
London of Canaletto and Wordsworth, but it comes alive at night. 
I have mostly avoided illustrations that fall for the clichés of garish 
sunsets and moody mists, despite their unarguable photogenicity.

To list a mere hundred English views is a stern discipline. I must 
apologise if many a reader’s favourite is not on the list. I have dis-
covered, to my initial surprise, that views arouse fiercer passions 
than buildings. When I asked friends to nominate their favourites, I 
was surprised yet delighted at how many began with ‘the view from 
my back garden’. It shows the depth of feeling this subject inspires. 
views are no trifling matter.

[ 22 ]
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I realise that most of my choices are either along England’s 
limestone spine or from points west of it. This is simply because 
most views benefit from contour. I am aware I have short-changed 
the Lincolnshire Wolds, the Essex marshes and the East Midlands 
among others. England’s low-lying eastern regions are beautiful 
and much loved, but their views rely heavily on sky, sea and light. 
They fulfil my earlier-noted criterion of atmosphere but generally 
lack the sweep and variety to constitute a great view. That said, I 
plead in my defence Lindisfarne, Bempton, Sheringham and Snape.

Since I have written elsewhere about individual buildings, I  
decided to treat them as views only where they formed part of a 
wider prospect, such as at Stowe, Holkham and Chatsworth. urban 
landscapes were more difficult. Dorothy Wordsworth chided her 
brother for not treating man-made scenery as a legitimate source 
of beauty. He was prompted to write ‘upon Westminster Bridge’, in 
which he maintained that ‘Earth has not anything to show more fair’ 
than London seen from there. I regard London’s modern skyline, 
and therefore most of its views, as largely a ‘ruin’ of a landscape. But 
it undeniably embraces some of England’s best known and most 
cherished prospects. So, with a critical eye, I have included them.

Elsewhere I have included Liverpool, Durham, Bath, Oxford and 
smaller towns such as Lavenham and Chipping Campden. Some 
might seem overly ‘chocolate box’, but that is because chocolate box 
makers know what is popular, and popular for a reason. As for other 
cities, the wreckage inflicted on their streetscapes and skylines by 
post-war planning and architecture is the most glaring comment on 
the cultural decline of the English in matters visual. Future genera-
tions may come to see today’s Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester and 
Sheffield as beautiful. I can only doubt it.

Any journey across the English landscape is bound to be con-
ditioned by weather. Few people are immune to sun and blue sky, 
which bring nature to life and raise the dullest spirits. What is 
little realised, especially by those who holiday abroad, is how rarely 
it rains in England for any extended period. A ‘rainy day’ is more 

the hundred best
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terms, for definitions of beauty that have general meaning, lead-
ing to discussion and conclusion. If visual beauty were purely sub-
jective, conversation about art would cease and custodianship and 
conservation would have no basis. We must find agreement on what 
is lovely in our surroundings if we are to know what we are trying 
to protect. That agreement must start with a common terminology.

The language of landscape begins in geology. The rocks and 
earth of the British Isles, of which England comprises roughly a 
half, are more varied within narrower confines than of any country 
in Europe. The planet’s primal eruptions left England itself neatly 
divided by the long limestone spine of the Pennines and Cotswolds. 
To the west of this spine, volcanic rocks spewed up through sedi-
mentary layers, mostly of old red sandstone, to produce the lumpy 
uplands of the West Country, the Welsh marches and the Lake 
District. The glaciation of subsequent ice ages eroded these moun-
tains into the rounded hills and smooth-shaped combes we know 
today. To the east is a different geology, that of softer carboniferous 
limestone in the north and chalk and clay in the south. It yielded the 
gentler contours of the wolds and downs, the alluvial plains shaped 
by great rivers and the erosion of the coast by an invading sea.

England at the dawn of human settlement was mostly covered 
in woods. Pollen analysis shows post-glacial warming that pushed 
birch and pine northwards in favour of oak, elm, lime and ash. 
For all the claims of guidebooks, no truly wild woodland survives. 
The arriving Romans would have found an already managed land-
scape, cleared of much of its forest to meet the need for fuel, graz-
ing animals and building materials. England’s last wild woodland is  
believed to have been the old Forest of Dean, and it was gone by the 
early Middle Ages.

Beside or replacing the woods were the fields. Their origins 
and geometry can seem as mysterious as Stonehenge, shaped into  
oblongs, lozenges, ovals and triangles. Swaledale and Langdale are 
a crazy paving of walls, a possible legacy of some Saxon or viking 
family settlement or dispute, or perhaps the wayward course of 
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BotALLAck 
Towards Cape Cornwall


The landscape of St Just is Cornwall apart, a bleak, dramatic grave-
yard of a place, as if County Durham had come south to die. Small 
groups of plain houses, chapels and workaday shops sit in an infer-
tile terrain. Behind the village of Botallack a lane leads down to the 
sea, where the coast is a wilderness of bare rocks and beating waves. 
vegetation thins and battered ruins appear, often through a thick 
sea mist. The ground heaves and dips towards the shore. Granite 
gives way to rusty shale. This is the land of tin.

The rocks of Botallack are a geologist’s paradise. Layers of 
copper, quartz, garnet, cobalt, uranium and arsenic were here ‘ex-
haled’ through volcanic fissures. Lodes of molten earth ran verti-
cally and diagonally, requiring an impenetrable nomenclature of 
metapelite hornfels and pegmatite dykes. The ground at our feet 
shimmers with metallic colour.

Celts and Romans mined these parts. In 1539 the historian John 
Norden wrote that Botallack was ‘a little hamlet on the coaste of the 
Irishe sea most visited with tinners, where they lodge and feede’. 
The need of the industrial revolution for tin and copper led to a 
boom in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with Botallack at 
its peak in the 1860s. The famous Boscawen diagonal shaft drove 
400 feet down and half a mile out to sea from the Crowns mine.

The engine house and chimney of Crowns are reached by a ver-
tiginous path down the cliff. Miners told of their terror at the sound 
of rocks rumbling in the surf above their heads. The experience 
attracted tourists, including Queen victoria in 1846. The writer 
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today just thirteen engine houses survive. The Botallack group in-
cludes the old counting house, the ruin of an arsenic works with 
sheds and trackways. The Levant mine over the hill to the north 
lived on into the 1960s and Geevor until 1990. The latter is now a 
museum.

The best view of Botallack is from the cliff top a quarter of a mile 

St Just coast to Cape Cornwall: shrines to the gods of rock
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Wilkie Collins admitted to being petrified. Such was the popularity 
of the place that visitors were charged the then huge entry of half a 
guinea, to be used for the much-needed relief of deceased or inca-
pacitated miners’ families.

The arrival of cheap tin from Australia in the 1870s made Cornish 
tin less profitable. By the turn of the century Botallack had all but 
ceased production, its engines having to work ever harder to pump 
water from the shafts. The gaunt buildings began to disappear and 
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harbour has become the terminus for round-the-world sailors such 
as Sir Robin Knox-Johnston and Dame Ellen MacArthur.

The inland reaches become more intimate and exciting. The 
Roads dissolve into Restronguet Creek and the fjord-like inlet of 
the King Harry Ferry. These creeks are steep-sided and deep, ideal 
for mothballing container ships and tankers. An adjacent coastal 
lane offers surreal glimpses of maritime superstructures seemingly 
suspended in the trees. I have seen tankers moored here in a line 
astern, like victims of some bizarre GPS malfunction.

The best view of Carrick Roads is south from the Trelissick pen-
insula, where a meadow sweeps down to the water’s edge, its convex 
curve creating a distant illusion of cows grazing amid bobbing 

Grass meets water meets sky: Trelissick towards Falmouth
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north along the coast path, with a scramble down onto a cliffside 
slab. From here we can see the two cliffside engine houses of Crowns 
immediately below, with behind them the coast to Cape Cornwall 
and its offshore islands. The view is dotted with engine houses and 
chimneys, disused shrines to the gods of the rocks, reminding me of 
parts of Norfolk where ruined churches stretch to the horizon.

Here even the ubiquitous cliff heather seems meagre and half-
hearted, as if admitting its defeat by geology. The rocks offshore are 
equally unforgiving. The marine floor along this coast is thick with 
wrecks, rich pickings for future archaeologists. Only the sky is alive, 
with cormorants circling like vultures, feeding on the history of the 
place.

cArrick roAdS 
From Trelissick


At Carrick Roads every prospect pleases. The Scots would call 
this a sea loch, an enclosed expanse of calm water across which 
boats scurry in safety and the sea seems far away. At its entrance 
we can stand astride the battlements of Pendennis and look down 
on Falmouth. On its eastern shore we can walk the shoreline of  
St Mawes to the sub-tropical gardens of Roseland. We can snooze in 
the sun in Mylor churchyard.

Carrick Roads vies with Rio de Janeiro and Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
for the title of largest natural harbour in the world. It is a classic 
ria, or deep glacial valley, flooded after the ice age by the incoming 
sea. The outer bays have long offered refuge from Atlantic storms 
to sailing ships rounding the Lizard, guided by the lighthouse on  
St Anthony Head. Though steam mostly brought an end to this role, 
the Roads were used to shelter convoys in two world wars. Falmouth 
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masts and sails. Sky and glistening water are framed by tall trees. 
This is a place of peace.

From here the lie of the land has the Roads drifting out towards 
the sea, its shore bending gently from one side to the other like the 
shoulders of the ria it once was. To the right is the Feock penin-
sula, to the left Camerance Point. Next on the right is the creek of 
Mylor village, with the misty outline of the Fal estuary beyond. Each 
promontory slides easily into the water, crowned by trees. The only 
sign of life is the occasional yacht, attended by egrets, herons and 
grebes. Nothing is in a hurry.

On either side of the meadow lie the gardens of Trelissick House, 
oaks, beeches and pines interspersed with dense rhododendron, ca-
mellia and azalea. The garden is home to the national collection of 
photinia. More exotic species such as banana, palm and tree fern 
flourish inland.

cLoVeLLy


Clovelly is famously attractive. A single cobbled street, known as 
up-along, Down-along, stumbles down an isolated coastal ravine 
to a bay and small harbour. Public access is on foot (or donkey) and 
requires good legs and flat shoes. Residents have to haul their goods 
on sledges. They must have strong lungs.

Credit for preserving Clovelly goes to Christine Hamlyn, a 
former owner who restored the cottages in the 1930s and installed 
plumbing and lighting. Her initials adorn many of the buildings. 
The main street is attended by tiny courtyards through vaulted pas-
sages. There is no room for a square or church, other than a tiny 

Clovelly before its restoration, painting by Anna Brewster, 1895
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of a million visitors a year are real. The goods they buy may seem 
down-market, but that does not invalidate the enterprise. Above all, 
Clovelly continues to please the eye.

dArtmoor 
From Haytor


Haytor is Dartmoor accessible: popular, touristy, anything but 
Dartmoor profond. I was warned to shun its coach parties and 
head west, to the bogs and mires of the interior, to Conan Doyle’s 

Granite Haytor, Dartmoor in the distance
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chapel. village business takes place where it always did, round the 
harbour below.

Confronted by the popularity that Hamlyn’s preservation 
brought in its train, her descendants (now the Rouses) decided in 
the 1980s to turn its car park and access point into a large super-
market. visitors now enter, pay to visit and leave Clovelly through 
a shopping mall. It has become a gift shop with a village attached. 
This is dismaying, yet nothing can detract from the intrinsic charm 
of the place. It has the quality of a Greek island settlement while 
remaining unmistakably English.

Halfway downhill, the street reaches a small plateau from where 
there is a view both up and down. upwards, the curve of the street 
is defined by cottage walls, lime-washed white, cream, lemon and 
pink. Devon slates cover the roofs and windows are wooden case-
ments. From every crevice erupt petunia, geranium, hydrangea and 
fuchsia. As the eye travels upwards, the street line is broken by an 
intimation of courtyards and alleys, everywhere backed by the trees 
of the surrounding cliff.

The view downhill to the harbour is quite different. The village’s 
existence depended on fishing and sea rescue, its harbour built in 
Tudor times. As the only haven along this stretch of coast its acces-
sibility to the herring grounds of Lundy brought it prosperity. By 
the late nineteenth century the Red Lion hotel was already attract-
ing seaborne tourists from Bristol and Wales. On my last visit, the 
harbour was hosting a crowded shellfish festival.

The harbour is set against the backdrop of the obscurely 
named Bight a Doubleyou, curving round to Bideford Bay. It is a 
Mediterranean prospect, contrasting starkly with Hartland Point to 
the south-west with its crashing Atlantic rollers.

There is an undeniable tweeness to Clovelly. Houses are called 
Crazy Kate’s Cottage and Rat’s Castle. Residents warn, Beware: 
Grumpy Old Women, or Remove Your Choos. But for all the com-
plaints about ‘Disneyfication’ such places are alive. Their indus-
try may be tourism rather than fish and smuggling, but a quarter 


